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In a finite projective plane zr(q) of order q, any nonvoid set of k points 
may be described as a {k; n}-arc, where n(n % 0) is the greatest number 
of collinear points in the set. {k; 2}-arcs may be more simply called k-arcs. 
In a given plane a {k; n}-arc is said to be complete if there exists no 
{k'; n}-arc, k'  ~ k, which contains it. For given q and n(n v ~ 0), k can 
never exceed (n -- 1)(q -k 1) -k 1, and an arc with that number of points 
will be called a maximal arc [1]. Equivalently, a maximal arc may be 
defined as a nonvoid set of points meeting every line in just n points or 
in none at all. Evidently a maximal arc is complete. We remark that 7r(q) 
is a maximal {q2 _? q _]_ 1; q -k- 1)-arc and that ~r(q)\line L is a maximal 
{q2; q}-arc. 
If  K is a {qn - -  q + n; n}-arc (i.e., a maximal arc) of a projective plane 
7r(q) of order q, where n ~ q, then it is easy to prove that the set 
K'  = {lines L of zr(q)11L n K ---- ;~} is a {q(q - -  n + 1)/n; q/n}-arc O.e., 
a maximal arc) of the dual projective plane 7r*(q) of 7r(q). It follows 
immediately that, if the desarguesian projective plane PG(2, q) over the 
Galois field GF(q) contains a {qn - -  q + n; n}-arc, n ~ q, then it also 
contains a {q(q - -  n + 1)/n; q/n}-arc. 
From the preceding it follows that a necessary condition for the existence 
of a maximal arc (as a proper subset of a given plane 7r(q)) is that n should 
be a factor of q. But the condition is not sufficient; Cossu [2] has proved 
that, in the desarguesian plane of order 9, there is no {21; 3}-arc. In 
[3], Denniston proves that the condition does suffice in the case of any 
desarguesian plane of order 2 h. Recently the author [5] has proved that 
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there exist {2 am --  2 2m -~- 2m; 2~}-arcs (m = 2s + 1, s >~ 1) in the projec- 
tive Liineburg-plane of order 2 2'~. 
Finally we mention the following two theorems, which are due to 
Barlotti [1]. 
(a) I f  the projective plane ~r(q) contains a {(q + 1)(n --  1); n}-arc 
K, 2 < n < q + I, then n is a factor of q; 
(b) In a plane ~-(q) every { (q+l ) (n - -1 ) ;n}-arc  K, n >2,  is 
incomplete, and can be completed in only one way to form a 
{qn - -  q + n; n}-arc. 
THEOREM ]. Let  P l ,  P~, P3 be three noncollinear points o f  a 
{qn - -  q + n; n}-arc K, n ~ q, o f  the desarguesian plane PG(2, q), and 
suppose that p ip j  n K = {Pi , P~ , Pk,1, P~.2 ..... Pk.n-2}, {i, j ,  k} = {1, 2, 3}. 
I f  the points Pl  , P2 , P3 are chosen as fundamental  points (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), 
(0, 0, 1) and i f the  equations o f  the lines PiPi, j  (i = 1, 2, 3 ; j  = 1, 2 ..... n - -  2) 
are written in the fo rm PlPl , j  : x2 = kl,jX3 ; P~P2,~ : x3 = k2.jxl  ; 
PaPa.~ : x l  = ka.jx2 ( j  = 1, 2,..., n - -  2), then 
n--2 
1-I kl.~k2.ska,J = 1. 
j= l  
Proof.  Letp  be a point of  K \ (p ip~ u p~pz u P3Pa) = K*. The equations 
of the lines PiP,  P~P, P3P can be written in the form x2 = l lX3, x3 = 12xi, 
Xl = 13x2. Evidently 111213 = 1. I f  p describes K*, then li reaches n - -  1 
times each element of GF(q)\{0, k ia ,  ki.~ .... , k~,~_2} and n -  2 times 
each element of {kia,  ki,z ..... kf,~_2} (i = 1, 2, 3). So we obtain 
l-I ll121a = (ala2 "" aq-1)n-1 (ala2 "'" aq-1)n-1 (ala2"'" aq-1)n-1 
. :  ' kT k : .7. " k ,  " k ,  
n--2 
= (ala  "" / 1 ]  
j= l  
where GF(q) = {0, a l ,  a 2 . . . .  , aq_~}. As ala2 "'" aq-1 = --1 and 111213 = 1, 
Vp ~ K*, there holds 
n--2 
H kl,jk2dk3.j : ( - -1 )  3(n-1)" 
j= l  
From n ~< q it follows that n and q have the same parity (since n I q), and 
SO 
n-2  
I-I kl,~k~,~k3.J = 1. 
j= l  
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THEOREM 2. In PG(2, q), q = 3 ~ and h > 1, there are no {2q + 3; 3}- 
arcs and no {q(q -- 2)/3; q/3}-arcs. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there is a {2q q- 3; 3}-arc K in PG(2, q), 
q = 3 ~ and h > 1. Then a Steiner triple system K*(2, 3, 2q + 3) = K* 
is defined as follows. The points of K* are the points of K; the blocks of 
K* are the nonvoid intersections of K with the lines of PG(2, q); the inci- 
dence is that of PG(2, q). Now we shall prove that the Steiner triple 
subsystem KI* of K*, generated by any three noncollinear points P l ,  P2, P3 
of K*, is the desarguesian affine plane AG(2, 3). For that purpose 
Pa, P2, P3 are chosen as fundamental points (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1). 
If P~P2 c~ K = {Pl,P2,P3'}, P2Pa n K = {P2 , P3 , Pl'}, P3Pl n K = 
{Pl ,P3 ,P2'}, then from Theorem 1 it follows that the equations of 
PAP1', P2P~', P3P3' can be written in the form x~ = ktxa ,  x3 = k2Xl ,  
xt  = kax2, with klk2k3 = 1. Consequently the lines PIP1', P2P2', P3Pz' 
all meet in one point w (1). As is permissible, let us suppose that w is the 
unit point (I, 1, 1) of the reference system in PG(2, q). Then we have: 
pl'(0, 1, l), p2'(1, O, 1), pa'(1, 1, 0). Applying Theorem 1 (or (1)) on the 
triangle P~P/Pk', we obtain p~' e K, where {p"} =P~Pi '  n P/Pk',  
{i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. Hence Pl(--  1, I, 1) E K, p;(1, -- 1, 1) e K, p~(1, l, -- 1) e K. 
Since the points pa(1, 0, 0), p2(0, 1, 0), p3(0, 0, 1), p~'(0, 1, 1), p~'(1, O, 1), 
p3'(1, 1, 0), pl(--1, 1, 1), p;(1, --1, 1), p~(1, 1, --1) belong to KI*, it 
follows immediately that/s is the desarguesian affine plane AG(2, 3) = 
! v n H n 
{lh , P~ , P~ , Pl', P2 , P3 , Pl , P~ , P3}. 
Next we introduce a parallelism in the following way: two blocks of 
K*(2, 3, 2q -t- 3) are called parallel if they are parallel blocks of a Steiner 
triple subsystem Kl*(2, 3, 9) of K*. If two blocks L and M of K* are 
parallel, then we write L ]l M. We shall prove that parallelism is an 
equivalence r lation on the set of the blocks of K*. Evidently the relation 
is reflexive and symmetric. So we have to show that it is also transitive. 
For that purpose we consider three blocks L, M, N of K*, where L 11M 
and M II N. Let t ~ L, and let K1"(2, 3, 9) (resp./s 3, 9)) be the Steiner 
triple subsystem of K* defined by M and t (resp. N and t). We remark that 
L is the unique block of KI* through t, which is parallel to M (2). As the 
blocks M and N are parallel, they are parallel blocks of a Steiner triple 
subsystem K~*(2, 3, 9) of K*. From the first part of the proof it follows 
that, without loss of generality, we may assume that M = {pl(1, 0, 0), 
p2(0, 1, 0), p3'(1, 1, 0)} and U = {pl'(0, 1, 1), p~'(1, 0, 1), p~(1, 1, --1)}. 
The coordinates of t are denoted by q ,  t2, t3 9 If pat n K = {Pa, t, Hi} 
and p2t c~ K = {P2 , t, us}, then the lines tp3', ulp2 , u2pl all meet in one 
point v(va , v2, v3) (see (1)). From v E tp3', it follows that t3(v2 --  vO -k 
V3(/1 - -  t2) = 0 (3). Also we have ua(vlt 3 , v3t2, v3t3) and U2(V3tl , V213, 03/3). 
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I f  plU2 ~ K = (p~,  us,  r}, then, applying Theorem 1 on the triangle 
plu2t, we obtain that the lines rt, u~u2, PiP2 are concurrent. After some 
calculations it follows that the coordinates of r, resp., are --vat1 - -  Vlt8, 
vzt3, v3t3. We remark that the point r belongs to L \{t}  (see (2)). If 
tp~" n K = (t, p~', s} then, applying Theorem 1, on the triangle tp2p2", we 
obtain that the lines tp"2, p2s, u~p~' are concurrent. After some calculations 
it follows that the coordinates of s, resp., are v3q + v3t~. - -  v~t~, v~t2, 
v3t2 - -  v2t~ + v3t3 9 Since 
0 1 1 
- -vzt l  - -  Vlt3 v2t3 v3t3 
v3t 1 ~- Vzt 2 - -  V2t 3 v3t2 v3t2 - -  v2t 3 + v3ts 
=: ta(v2 - -  v3)(t3(v~ - -  vl) q- v3(/1 - -  t2)) = 0(see (3)), 
the set {r, s, Pl'} is a block of K~*(2, 3, 9). Consequently the block rt = L 
is the block of K2* through t which is parallel to N, and so L I1N. So we 
conclude that parallelism is an equivalence r lation on the set of the blocks 
of K*. 
Now we shall prove that K*(2, 3, 2q § 3) is an affine space. 
(a) Any two points of K* are contained in one and only one block. 
(b) For each point p and each block L there is one and only one 
block M such thatp ~ M and L [I M (the case p E L is trivial; i fp r L, then 
M is the block of KI* (2, 3, 9) through p which is parallel to L, where 
/(1" is the Steiner triple subsystem of K* defined by p and L). 
(c) Suppose that L J7 M (L ~ M), p~ ~L, p~ ~M, P3 is the third 
point of the block P IP2 ,  P~" ~ MI{p2) .  Then Pl ,  P2, P3, P~', L, M belong 
to the Steiner triple system K~*(2, 3, 9) defined by the parallel blocks L 
and M. Consequently the blocks L and P2'P3 intersect. 
(d) Each block of K* has exactly three points. 
(e) Consider a block L and a point p r L. Then through p there pass 
q - -3  >0b locksMforwh ichLnM=r  
From (a)-(e) it follows immediately that K*(2, 3, 2q -4- 3) is an affine 
space AG(m, 3), m > 2 [4]. Consequently [ K I = 2q + 3 = 2 9 3 h + 2 = 
I AG(m, 3)J = 3 m, which is only possible if h = 1 and m = 2, a contra- 
diction. It follows that in PG(2, q), q = 3 h and h > 1, there are no 
{2q + 3; 3}-arcs. 
As the existence of a {q(q - -  2)/3; q/3}-arc in PG(2, q), q = 3 h and 
h 3> 1, implies the existence of a {2q + 3; 3}-arc in PG(2, q), we conclude 
that there are no {q(q - -  2)/3; q/3}-arcs in PG(2, q), q ----- 3 h and h > 1. 
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Remark. Define a design D in the following way. The points of D are 
the points of K*; the blocks of D are the Steiner triple subsystems 
K1"(2, 3, 9) of K*; the incidence is that of K*. Evidently D is a 
2 --  (2q q- 3, 9, q/3) design. I f  r is the number  of blocks of D, which pass 
through a given point of D, then r = q(q + 1)/12. Consequently 12 is a 
factor of 3h(37~ q- 1), and so h must be an odd integer. So we have proved, 
very briefly, the following 
THEOREM. In PC(2, q), q = 3 h andh even, there are no {2q q- 3; 3}-arcs 
and no {q(q - -  2)/3; q/3)-arcs. 
COROLLARY 1. In PC(2, 9) there are no {21; 3}-arcs (theorem of 
Cossu [2]). 
COROLLARY 2. In PC(2, q), q > 3, there are no {2q + 3; 3}-arcs. 
COROLLARY 3. In PC(2, q), q > 3, there are no {2q q- 2; 3)-arcs; in 
PC(2, q), q = 3 h and h ~ 1, there are no {(q --  3)(q q- 1)/3; q/3)-arcs. 
This follows immediately from Introductory Remarks  and Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 4. In PC(2, q), q > 3, every {2q + 1; 3}-arc is complete; 
in PC(2, q), q : 3 ~1 and h ~ 1, every {(q~ -- 2q - -  6)/3; q/3}-arc is complete. 
Conjecture. In PC(2, q), q odd, the only maximal arcs are PC(2, q) 
and PC(2, q)\line L : AG(2, q). 
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